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Notations and abbreviations

&o - the Bohr radius

£W (pole) - the Breit-Wigner pole

BS - bound etate

CO - the channel coupling

CC pole - the coupled channel pole

B.£ - the threshold of the i-th channel in the

the energy plane

JU. (№: ) - reduced mass (in the channel i)

ERA - effective range approximation

ERE - effective range expansion

IVS - inelastic virtual state

SSA - the small shift approximation

UBS - unstable bound state

UR - the unitary relation

ZRA - the zero range approximation.



The coupled cheirwels in the HTerent

podelB

In this part for the description of the «oltlohannel

phenomena due to the channel coupling we ooneider the diffe-

rent methods* (1) the relativistio Loguncv-Kavkhelidse-

-Blankenbecler-Sugar equations; (2) the Shrodinger equation

with the separable potentials and O ) the •aay-ohaanel Я/D

method. Below we make an emphasis on the dependence of pole

trajectories and cross sections on the parameters of the 00

interaction. In particular we ooneider in detail the proper-

ties of the HN system with the annihilation taken into ac-

count.

1» She coupled <тЬ»>яре1а in the integral equation

We follow din this Section the paper j^3bj where the re-

lativistic two channel Logunov-Tavldielidee-Blanlcenbeoler-"

-Sugar equations have been used. Two channel equations al-

so in this case can be reduced in the exact way to the on*

channel equation with an effective interaction comprising
i •

the influence of another channel on a given one. The equa-

tion for the t-matrix has the form?,

where two particles have the same mass II and units are

such that ^£= И =; С =-1. fflae normalization of the "C

is characterized by the on-she11 value



The effective potential consists of two parts

where y~ stands for the diagonal interaction in a given

channel and '1x1 *
о г Й 1 в

 contribution of other channels

(Fig. -1).

In a specific case of an interaction due to particle ex-

change, as shown in Pig». ' -1, .2 | ]/~ and vC, can

be written as

( л)

( .5')

Here Ж(к) is a phase space factor of intermediate par -

tides of mase /Ц (see Fig. 1 ). We have neglected the

interaction of these particles and consider them to be free.

We also defined

The model was used to describe the Ш interaction with

annihilation taken into account (however the characteristic

results below are quite general) in which case the phase

space was taken as



She behaviour of Э£(к) was ta^en to imitate the multipi-

onlo phase space.

for two relativistie particles in ohannel 2 (two pious)

n s B c O t in case of realistic annihilation which proceeds

into 2-7 Fiona
 }
 /Z was taken to be 2J two ohoioea for В

were considered^ ВзО as for the two-bed/ caee and Вв2, In

which caee ХтУ^&О)^ R
t
 ̂  (£*0), i... ̂-Si .

la actual calculations the angular aoaentum was l«0,1

nA masses /?lf/ Л\ and /^ were 770, 1500 and 939 HeY

respectively. The paraneters A
f)
 A^ and /) her» been

varied to reproduce the elastic cross section 6\ (£)

the «nnihilatxon cross section "Z£V ^ „ ^ ̂ ) . The par*-

••ter /2d was taken to be twice the pion mass. *

Hote, that the resulting value& of Л; can be compared

with the OBEP values given by

\ С -7)

and can qualitatively be understood in teros of the

changes for. Л. , ( Яо/^Зо ~~
 10
^
 a n d t h e e a 4 a

° f
f
 form fao-

tor for ^ O
t
= ^

v
) •

The resulting trajectories for the poles of t-matrix in

the sheet И are shown in Figs. .? - .?. *

She trajectories in Fig. -5 correspond to a situation»

when for ^ a 0 there is a bound state, and B*2
f
 so that



fl » 1, io«
e
 the ОС Interaction пае an attractive real pert.

The trajeotory of the UBB starts at the B8 position (~ -200

MeV) and tarns clockwise, passing the onset of the pioulo

out* (the B. threshold) belo* threshold and going into

upper half plane* In addition there is a 00 pole whioh enters

the ascond sheet from the sheet' IV to the right froe the

threshold, вакев & loop тегу closely to the threshold and

the real azLs (see the insertion above Jn Fig. .J •) and mo-

res downward* with increasing Л ,

To understand how the trajectory looks like «hen it

start fro» а тегу deep EB, another ease was investigated,

shown in fig* •• • A. BB poles ie at -670 MeT, and the UBB

trajectory tends steeply downwards, again a 00 pole emerges

in Fig» 4- » which аакеа a loop and совев back closer to

the ffeal axis.

The trajectories of the 00 poles for the ease 1=1 are

shown in Figs.. -5 and -6 . Hote that larger values of

Д shift the trajeotories to the left (more attraoti -

on).

Гог another set of paraaetere the trajectories are

shown 1A Pig» •£ . Here the parameter B>2 while the curves

In Fig. «5 oorreepond to B«0, therefore more attraction

due to the channel coupling Is present for the curves in

ifig. .6"', the latter are looping clockwiee and the msxi.-

BUB width is smaller, than in the left curve in Fig. .5

£6te that for etaall enough diagonal attraction and V < 1

(corresponding to BsO) the CO pole tends to the right - see

the right curve in Fig. .5

•s was mentioned above, the ОС trajectories enter the

sheet H from the sheet IV, however the poles cannot be



found in the sheet IV in the present method without deforma-

tion of the integration path in ( И ) .

(Therefore we do not know whether the poles we discuss

originate from the distant singularities (in which ease we

can call them properly the CC poles) or from the Ш poles*

In the case 1=0 there are no BW and BW poles for without

channel coupling, therefore we are dealing with the CC-poles

indeed; however for 1=1 there is a BW pole and a Bff pole at

"
/
 4-5 ± 115 Me7 tor Л = О. It is very likely that all 00

trajectories for 1=1 shown in Fit;;. -5 and .6 originate

from that BW pole and therefore more properly should be

called the BW trajectories.

Very similar BW trajectories are found for 1=1 in the

K/D method, they are discussed in Section 5. One remark

characterizes the specific features of the model used in

this Section»

The present model provides more than one ОС pole with

increasing Д . Рог }> -> 6 and 1=0 another CC pole ap-

pears (in addition to the shown in Fig. .4 ) which moves

to the right with increasing j\ reaching the position

E= 200 - i40 MeV for .Л = 11. Moreover, the behaviour of

E fixed and Л ->o© is the os-
Cfn
 on.

dilation below and close to the unitary limit , which

means that CC poles one after another emerge into the sheet

II with increasing Я • 3fcis feature, probably is due

to the local CC interaction, present in the model, while in

the models with separable CC interaction one usually enco-

unters one CC pole and a finite number of distant poles.

'She accuracy of the effective range approximation which

was shown to be so simple and powerful in the Parts 1,2 can be



easily checked in the model. The Fig. .7 shows \X(E) end

ft(£) for 1=1 together with the inelasticity parameter

O(E) and the elastic and the inelastic cross sections.

Here o/(F) and &(£) have been computed as functions

of energy from the t-matrix £ ( .2) using (1.39) with

J?, p1 -* j3 . Mote that <*{£) and .&(£) are very

close to tne straight lines, assuming that the effective ran-

ge approximation is fairly ^cod in thie case. A similar re -

suit will be found in the N/D calculations in Section .3

On a wh ole, all the qualitative results of the present mo-

del are similar to the results of other models considered in

parts 3,4 except for a remark given above.

#2 SepgT'able and other models

From now on we denote the channel of heavy particles

as channel 1.

The number of papers denoted to the derivation of the

many channel equations and their solutions is very large,

therefore we consider only those papers which illustrate the

properties discussed in the present review.

One of the first models used for dynamical calculations

in many channels was the model of the square well potentials.

When all radii of the wells both in diagonal and in the CG

potentials are the same, the problem simplifies and the ans-

wer is given in a general form Г 8,17J • .Extensive studies

of the cross sections for several choices of the well de<pth

are done by Fonda and Newton [16 J . In the example of the

/\p ~~2_^N coupled channels a cusp at the threshold

appears for a specific choice of the square well paramfc -



. feers [16j | which probably signifies the presence of a pole

near the XA/ threshold (see discussion in the Fart 2).

No trajectories are presented in the cited papers however*

Another class of solvable many channel problems contain*

separable potentials both for diagonal and nondi&gonal (00)

Interactions Г105 J • Xhese models are used la nuclear physloe

£1O6J and In the particle physics, e.g. for the /J/V system

fiO?J . The sane type of models with, the three-body ebanael*

has been applied for the interaction of Л and ]Ц with

nuclei f 108 J , protons with nuclei f 109 J «ad «l«o for the

deutron stripping £iio] •

Several exactly solvable models am considered is £9?] »

the same models have been applied to «tody different defi-

nitions of the concept of the resonance Is [б?] «,

Solution of the many channel equations also simplifies

if the 00 interaction alone is separable, while the diagonal

interaction is arbitrary. Tbese models are used in the stu-

dy of the nucleon-nucleus scattering [i11 ] . In nuclear phy-

sicc for the 00 interaction the о -function potentials are

exploited [112J | e.g. for the neutron scattering off *8

[113] and
 1 2
0 [i14] .

It present there are some many channel calculations

with local potentials for diagonal and 00 interactions, e.g.

Woode-Saxon type potentials have been used for the neutron

scattering off 43 [115 J , the ОБЕ potentials have been

exploited for the_ /\A — 712- system [11 б j and for

the J) D ~ D D system [117 ] .

The theory of the many-channel reactions in nuclear

physics has been treated in toe review paper by Tamura £9j,

some aspects of this theory are discussed in [i18j andji19]*



We also mention a series of papers where different ma-

ny channel equations have been derived fi20] . In all the

listed above papers, with exclusion of |/I19]tne trajecto-

ries of the poles with varying CC interaction ere not con-

sidered. For saall CC interaction the trajectories are dis-

cussed in the framework of the two channel model in {/121 ]

and In the вапу-channel model in \_*\22.~\ . In both papers the

separable potentials have been used.

In what fellows we focus our attention on the papers whe-

re the pole trajectories have been studied.

Quantanilla and Velio considered the square «ell poten-

tial as diagonal interaction and the separable with ЬЫ s-̂ aa-

r* well form factors for the CC interaction f 125 ] » ia which

ease the Б-satrix can be written in an analytic way. They ha-

re studied the Bf trajectories as functions <>f the channel

coupling and found that these may come very close to the re-

al axis» For example one pole trajectory comes to the posi-

tion KCL - 4-»95 - 0.091 and for some larger channel co-

upling another trajestory comes to the position KCl- 8.55-

-0.091*

A rather extensive study of two and three channel prob-

lem with the separable potentials of the Tamaguchi type,

was done by Karleson and KerbUcov \ 99 \ . Their aodel ie de-

vised to describe the ИН system with annihilation simulated

by two heavy bosons; therefore the specific feature is that

che radius of the CC potential is much smaller than the ra-

dius of the diagonal UN potential* Xhe diagonal interaction

is present only in the chafmel 1 (Ж) and is fixed by the pre-

scribed value of the initial position of the bound state

(when the CO interaction is switched off). In Fig. .7

10



and >8 we show the оигтев taken from f99J » describing

the trajectories of the UBS type starting front different po-

sitions F
o
 for CC coupling Л = 0. One can easily see that

the trajectory of Pig. 7 belongs to the type of the UBS

trajectories with ff
 <
 ̂  $ while the trajectory of

Pig. «8 is characteristic for those with У > У , con-

sidered in Section 3.4 and 3.5. To understand this differen-

ce let us write the equivalent optical potential in the chan-

nel 1 (we keep notations of ref. [99j )t

where I /3> refers to the 00 separable lnterecelont

<tlA> - V^5"t"^p C-fit) С .9)

and

Therefore the ratio of the real to the imaginary part

of the optical potential (3*72) is

c

From ( 11) we see that ft depends on the energy M and

for the trajectories beginning at some £^ around the

threshold Ж, (when ^ » 0 ) , ]f is large and positive,

Y >3чл * ЯЫв fact explains the form of the trajectory

In Tig» 8 . On the other hand, for the trajectories be -

ginning near the first (ДО) threshold, X m 0, ^ is «sail

11



•=• /£ .In this way we can

understand the trajectory of Pig, 7 , where У appears to

be less than У • Similar considerations apply to the

trajectories of the three-channel case, considered 1п[эЭ j .

Three body channel in the E-harmonics formalism £124 ~]

coupled by a separable potential to a two body channel was

considered in [125J with the result that trajectories loop

clockwise, i.e. they correspond to the case X^XcA. * T n i s

is a consequence of the 5 body phase space growing faster than

the 2 body; which fact was already mentioned in [ 59 ] •

The separable ~y and "K", with "y s 0 have

been used by Kudryavtsev and Tyapaev [126J to study the tra-

jectories of the BW type. They show that the part of the tra-

jectory with small enough Л near the threshold E=0 can

be described by an equation:

with A > 0 and

P *} J. YffflL (/71 ~/?5 )
'a — • "*• <(.£1ЛСЩ — -"

"
F
* ' J& С 13)

Therefore for wide enough Bf resonances such that

the trajectory tends upwards and the CC interaction makes

the resonance more narrow, whereas in the opposite case



the resonances due to the GO interaction become wider* Examp-

les of both type of trajectories are given in [лгв] . We «hall

discuss this question in «ore detail in the part'5 of thie re-

view*

in extensive study of the two channel problem with ! £

as a superposition of the Yukawa potentials and a separable

interaction for 1/Z t while 1£. » О, has been done 1 A

nZ?2 • Яое ивз trajectories are shown to be sensitive to the

amount of the short range repulsion* and a ZV8 trajectory was

found close to the threshold for nonrepulsive at origin ~XC ,

while it is very distant from the threshold for a repulsive,

at origin Y^
f
 •

In [i28 ] the energy shifts of the levels in the system

X JL (Л Л ) due to the coupling to the HN ehan-

nel have been considered. Sue annihilation to the pionle

ehannels have been disregarded*

3 • The coupled chff"
T>
els ii> the K/P method

A* Genffrfu^ forffti 1 emt

The N/D method allows one to obtain a general solution

of the unitary relation (1,7) with a prescribed dynamical

mechanism» given in a form of l.h.e. discontinuities of the

amplitude 4 . Originally introduced by Chew and Mandel -

stam [i29J it was given the many channel formulation by

Bjorken [150] .
 л

The amplitude 4 is written asi
и Л л .
j =Л/ >Ъ С 16)

А Л

and the following matrix equations for К and D holds



- Ъ(Е)Ъ(£)

Л л Л

where К (1) is the diagonal phase apace matrix and JY£)"I ^

aseomed to be a given matrix, describing the dynamics - the

matrix of the l»h.e» dieeontlnultiee of all driring diagrams,

representing all particle exchanges in the t- and U. -chan -

nele.

In what follows we do not make distinction between two

and many body channels (the latter are important in the annihi-

lation processes)» When the forces between the pions are neg-

lected (see below) the present formalism applies also to the

moltiplonio channels in a rigorous way resalting In the modi-

fication of the final phase space expression, for more de -

tails aee[39» 4 5 ] .
From ( *47)-( 18) we deduce a nonsingular matrix еодш -

tion for I or D only, e.g.

л л

L
л

where the diagonal matrix R is defined as
00

 л

К

1ГГ /K

and tu is a threshold- for a chosen channel 1 in К
 t

whereas E^ is a sabtraction point, *^l^o) * i. •

In the most part of this Section we consider for simpli-

14



city the case, when the matrix f has the forms

L

о ... о

( 21)

i.e. interaction is present only in the channel 1 and there

la a 00 interaction coupling channel 1 to all other channels,

then the n x n systea ( 19) reduces to n equations for

>he elements D
f/
 and Z) • (d = 2, ..., л) (see [39»*5»

•here

<r(f

«nd

( 25)

(к, j • 2, ..., n) endAll other elements хЛ>; (к, j • 2, . . . , n) end -Д>

are езгргевввЛ due to ( .19 through jL/ and JD ,

15



Л

The tatrist Ж is computed through ,X> nelng the re-

lations

to

is no* retnrn to the general ease, given by •$•• ( >22)-

The channel 1 refers to BV and the energy la equal to

specific features of the HH ohannel «ret

1) the annihilatiou takes plaoe mainly through >>7 pionsi

2) the threshold of annihilation channels starts at

E~- /7) »i*e. very far from the Ш tnrsshold»

J) the raajje of 068 forces In the Ш enamel is on атега»

ge of the order of fl? and the corresponding l.h*s*

cut of the amplitude starts at t. •* - r-*- , ̂ iere /*%

Stands for the mass of the exchanged particle*

4) She range of snrdhilation can be calculated from tie

diagrams of Fig* »9 and is equal to (^^/) j^3^j •

oorreeponding l.h.6. cuts in the amplitudes connecting Ш

to.specific picnic channels start therefore fa-* fron the

IW tareshold* at ^ ^ - ̂  [" 56,39 J .

5) She interaction inside piojiic cbanaels can be eonel-

dered as relative weak as compared with t;b.e CC interaction

coupling pions to Ш. TMs fact can be checked by the In»

spection of the JlJL anplitude { 58 j . 2fc.e only effect of

the pionic channels which v.aj be of ioportance « exLstenoe

of the 5 -channel resonances like p. &/ - wealcly af-

feots our results near the 1& t:breshol<i /_*5 J •



The singularity structure of the 1Ш amplitudes is shown

In ?lg. ,10. One notices the short gap between the "annihi-

lation cut" (l.h.s. dynamic cut oi the Ю -*ЛГЛГ ... anp-

lltudee) and the onset of <;he unitary cut* ^g. .It is

there that the subtraction point £"o ie usually chosen

to be.

We now do the following simplifications»

i) uelng the property 5) we neglect all lnterploale

l.h.e. cuts; in this way tLe matrix P assumes the fora

(2i)j ii) we replace all annihilation cuts by the pole

terns, namely

'•*•••/V ( .27)

this procedure may be justified by the fact that all an-

nihilation outs are far off the energy region of intereot -

the JliT threshold - and therefore the detailed behaviour of

¥ • is not impotrant. This last simplification is of,
tj

technical character and can be easily improved if one has la- .

formation on specific mesonic channels, which is absent at

present.

We may now choose the subtraction point J~" In the
л . . о

dispersion integrals for D (E), eqs. ( 19)-( 20). to

ooinclde with E^ : E ~ £"& .In this way, again as

in the preVious Section, a great simplification occurs end

everything can be expressed in terss of only two functions,

4,
1J ' -4 I' ~~ •' ^ ( .28)



which satisfy the equations;

J
if J 11 '

 J
^if

\
At the same time all (1 and A- • combine into

the effective pionic phase space integral Z (E) and effec-

tive CO coupling Л :

with the condition on the effective pionic phase space «ДГ(Е):

X(o)~ i.

In terms of these functions the determinant ie

Dd Ш) - J)
ff
 IB) + c//£)A t/f)

and all observables can be expressed through the effective

reaction matrix С [̂ 33-36,393 *

where

18



ил

and

С 36 )

With those definitions the averaged cross sections are»

sr,-
Ex the definition* С .31) we дат* iatrodaoed a new

parameter Л instead of «any obaimol ooqpllae» Ь *

J.^ther parameters is eontained ia tne affective

pionic phase space Integral t (S)« Actually it ie an un-

known function of E, containing in principle infinitely жа-

лу parameters, however we need it only nerr the Ш thre -

ahold, where the Imaginary part of t (B) is fixed by the

condition ОС (о) =• 1 and only ratio of the real to the ima-

ginary part of t (Б) ie a new parameter. From the dlag -

ranmatic analysis one concludes that ^ (Б) is connected

to the effective optical potential^replacing all the anni-

hilation channels; we call it the annihilation potential

IT ''
)

 (
 .

3 9

The properties of this potential may be deduced from

the annihilation box diagram with n mesons in the Inter-



mediate state, I?ig. .9 .

Prom that we deduce thet i) "Хц^,^) has ratio У of

the real to the imaginary axis of the order of unity:

ii) both fl and /fe У^^£), Jtr> }£/*') are alow functions

of energy near the NN threshold*

iii) the value of Л ~* 10 in units of f33,36 ] corresponds

to %
Мы
/ЧИ - 14.5 in Fig. -9 with n=2,3,4,5.

All these properties are presented if we choose the ef-

fective pionic phase space in the form:

(40)

where n was taken equal 3 reproducing the threshold beha-

viour of 3 to 4 pions. Рог B
t n
 we take the 4-pion threshold.

The parameter A can be varied, the value

corresponds to the smooth first derivative matching of JC (B)

for E=0. it is Interesting to note that У is directly con-

nected to A I

_ . A •_

and therefore for A = A
rt
, X — -̂°

The behaviour of tfe vl (t] and _r" / №) when

energy is around the UN threshold is shown in Pig. «11 for

different values of A.

In this way we obtain two parameters /̂  and У

20



with all other parameters (like 2эд|£
о
) fixed* It li impor-

rant to know that whatever the exact shape of X 00 i* on-

ly these two parameters essentially enter the problem. The

sensitivity to the change of the fixed parameters was cht -

eked independently in Г 36,391 •

Stu results are given in the following forms 1) the

trajectories have been computed for the poles, corresponding

to ttie zeros of the family of trajectories, on each trajeo-

rotsy Л changes from 0 to infinity. 2) At the same ti -

me the cross sections %f(pph ^
л
 « ^ %^ff"*

rt
"'^

have been computed and fitted to the experimental data for

different Д and % . In this way the best fitted values

Д and у have been defined using only total cross sec-

tions, the best fit was obtained for А з 3.24 { Y i1) and

J\*0?'/0 • Souewhat worse fit was obtained for А з 6 ( Y а

a 1.85) sad ̂ -O/tS'lQ * Other checked values of * Л end jf

in «he interval -1 ̂ ^ < 4^ 0$><<» did not re-

preduce the cross sections.

3) -Phe angular distributions can now be compared with

experiment and give an additional check of consistency of

that approach since no fitting parameters are involved the-

re.

4) finally for the fitted values of у\=0?./0 and

У « 1 we define the position of all poles which are con-

sistent with the experimentally observed cross sections.

Below we discuss the results in the given order 1)-4)*

1» ffhe trajectories. Sixteen amplitudes with Ь <C 2,

•inglet, coupled and decoupled triplet waves have been se-

arched for poles on all Rieiaann sheets connected to the ХЯ

threshold and th.e pionic threshold at 2.-̂ .

21



Since we have an effective two channel problem, clasoi-

fication of sheets and polee in what ' ilows ie relevant to

the two channel notations. All essential pionic thresholds

with number of pione up to eight lie far off to the left and

therefore the pionic cut of the effective two channel prob-

lem plays the role of all pionic cuts of the original many

channel problem.

Three types trajectories have been found.

The OBS-tra.iectoriea start from the BS or resonances of

the isolated UN channel for Л * 0, as shown in Fig. 12

for the О state, ia Pig. 15 for H state and

" n
in Pig. .1* for JJ

Z
 state. The curves in Pig. -42

correspond to У • 1.85; 1.23; O.€2| 0 (A =• 6» 4, 2 and O)

and are typical for the case jf > J ^ . The P-wave tra-

jectories in Fig. .15for A » 6, 4; 2, 0, -2 are also of

that type, while the left one for A - -4 ( У * -1.23) le

typical for / < /с*.

The P -wave trajectories in Pig. 14 are typical for

wide initial resonances as we discussed in Section *2« In-

deed the J) -resonances seem to be so wide that attracti-

те part of Van. deepens them and therefore made them

more narrow.

Our resonances for 1*2 seem to have wider elastic widths

than those calculated by Dover et al. [132I for Paris poten-

tial. We must stress that elastic widths are тегу much model

dependent since they can be expressed as the exponents of

integrals over the barrier width and therefore are very sen-

sitive to potential parameters.

The CC trajectories come nearby the Ш threshold only

for £-0, while for L*1 they lie at a distance of more

22



than 200 MeV for all values of Д . The typical CC trajec-

tories for $ state are shown in Pig. 15 for A » 8,

6, 4, 2 and 0 from top to bottom. The final point of all tra-

jectcries ie at E « -12 MeV and corresponds to a- zero of

cl(E) (see eq. ( .30) ). For A < 0 the CC trajectory ne-

тег comes close to the HH threshold, which means that A-*- 0

( у -* О ) is neer the critical value of A ( Jf ). The

appearance of a CC pole near threshold is important in fitting

the crosp sections to large observed experimental values.

The CC trajectories come from the sheet IV and with gro-

wing Л enter the sheet U where they are ehozn in Pig.

-15.

The ВД and BW trajectories. Both types occur in the

states Kith L > 0, they start from а ОТ or a BW resonance

respectively. Hote that a BW resonance lies (in our 2 clian-

nel equivalent case) in the sheet III while «, BW resonance

lies in the sheet IV. Because of the specific topology of

our two-channel Riemann surface the trajectories behave in

a. different way when the CC interaction is switched on. Na-

mely, the BW trajectory with increasing Д goes down,

enters the sheet II to the right of the Ш threshold and con-

tinues to go.down in the sheet II. An example, of that tra-
33
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Jectory is ehozn in Fig* 16 for the г

л
 state.

At the same time the BW trajectory stays on the sheet

I U and is going to the left with increasing Д for ^> 6,

since increasing of Л in this case means effectively in-

oreasing of attraction. An example of a ""' trajectory is

shown in Pig. 17 for the R
4
 (1=0) state.

Sot* that the BW trajectories look like the CC trajeo-

torle* in their location in the sheets and play the same



Import.nnt role in fitting the cross sections.

2. The total cross sections are shown in Fife. 18 -

4.20 for elastic, charge exchange and armihilat J on cross sec-

tions respectively xn the range 0-100 MeV. The fitting pro-

cess is nontrivial since for three curves we have only two

parameters A and Ж(ог A) for all 16 partial waves. Never-

theless the quality of the fit is quite reasonable. Hote the

peaks in all cross sections at tbe threshold which result

from the presence of the CC poles in the L=>0 waves. Ho other

peaks are seen in toial or partial wave сговч sections.

3. The angular distributions use already fitted in the

total cross sections values Л
=
0,7'/0

 a n a
 tf-i (A=3

t
l4)

(in units of ref. Г33-36 1 ) and therefore do not contain any

free parameters. The elastic cross section for Б а 10 HeV le

Shown in Fig. .21 and for E « 50 MeV in Fig. 22 , while

the charge exchange cross section is ahown in Fig. 23 for

В - 100 MeV. The quality of the fit is in general good, some

disagreement for cos 0 * -1 and E - 50 MeV in Fig.' 22 is

probably due to the neglect of the waves with L ^ 3 which

are specifically important in. the backward region.

4* The position of the poles which is in agreement with

the observed cross sections can now be listed from the oalcu-

lated trajectories for fixed values of Л » 0.7*10 and

A » 3.24. She Table 1 shows 16 poles in different states

for the case of no CC interaction ( Д » 0) and the stan -

dard CC interaction ( Д = 0.7 • TO^).
p

One can see that all resonances with E > 0 have — > 1
° Eo

which neans that they hardly can be seen in the cross sec -



tlona, as indeed the partial oroes eeotion* oenflx*.

For E
o
 < О three resonances appear In the 8-кате»

near ^ = '- 200 MeV with -fi ~£ . they produee *

broad bnmp in the hadronlo ratio H [f34 ] •
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Table 1 Pole positions with respect to the NN threshold
(In MeV) obtained in the N/D method j[3^j-

Isospin » 0

State

4
V3»i

\

4
\

\
\
X
V4

^ -o

-104

- 95

- 26

- 19

5.5-2.81

68-1771

74-1071

146-591

-

-

Л =0.7*10~6

-199-571

-127-501

-108-611

-40-371

-5.4-8.61

83-1281

47-711

35-901

8.8-0.21

•)

Iaospin - 1

State

\

V4
\
\
\

\
4
X

Л -о

-115

- 86

7.7-461

38-171

13-71

62-791

108-1221

75-1201

-

-

^0.7-W" 6

-234-581

-223-701

-6.4-121

-36-681

-12-231

86-1401

48-801

45-751

13.5-0161

8.1-0.051

Ho eloe* by CC-pol« found.
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fig.2. Graphical representation of the dlogonal potential, ente-

ring the Integral equation (I).
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RG(E)

900 -600

--12О

Vig. 12 The UBS trajectories froa the H/D calculation*

for the * S 0 - state In the energy

plane (In BeY). Corvee fro» top to bottoa

correspond to 1 • 6, 4, 2 end 0 respectively

Positions corresponding to,Af»0,5-fO; X'lO and/0r

10 are narked by X , • and A respectively.
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Fig.
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-45 -

Fig* -15« The C C - pole trajectories for the Л\о -

state in the energy plane (in HeV). Curves

fro* top to bottom correspond to A = 8V C, 4,

2 and 0 resptetlvely. Positions corresponding

to/rfO к •* , 2 and TO are narked by • , x and

— respectively»
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the energr-plane ( i s MeV) for А в 3*24. The
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and Л respectively.
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